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Abstract

Modelling of suffusion in granular soils by using a fully coupled fluid-DEM model is still challenging due

to its very high cost of computation. The particle removal approach is an alternative to mimic the erosion

of fine particles by the seepage flow. In this paper, we study different particle removal methods and their

impact on the mechanical behavior of eroded samples. Gap-graded samples with different fine contents fc

were simulated by using the DEM. Fine particles are removed from the original sample under constant stress

state by using three different methods: random removal, the method of Scholtès et al. based on the particle

internal moment mp, and a new method proposed here that is based on the concept of weak and strong force

networks. A micro-mechanical investigation into numerical samples shows that the fine particles have small

contribution in carrying stresses when fc ≤ 30% but they offer a great bracing effect to the coarse fraction,

which allows the latter to carry high stresses. As a result, a removal of fine particles destroys greatly this

bracing system, leading to a great reduction in the bearing capability of the coarse fraction. A comparison

between the three methods shows that a removal of fine particles belonging to the weak force network has

a lower impact on the mechanical behavior of eroded samples than the random removal. In addition, the

method of Scholtès et al. gives results quite similar to those given by the random removal in terms of the

shear strength of eroded samples.

Keywords: Discrete element method, Suffusion, Gap-graded soils, Particle removal, Force network

1. Introduction

Internal erosion can occur through the embankment and/or the foundation of earth structures such as

dams and dikes. This phenomenon is caused by the water seepage that can detach soil’s particles and

transport them out of the structure when the hydraulic forces are sufficiently high. Suffusion is a particular
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form of internal erosion, which is described by a migration of soil’s finer particles through the void space of

the solid skeleton composed of soil’s coarser particles. Granular soils with gap-graded or upwardly concave

grain size distribution [21, 29] might be susceptible to suffusion. Due to migration of finer particles, the

compactness and micro-structure of the eroded soil change [15], leading to a potential degradation of the

mechanical properties of the eroded soil. Knowledge of consequences of suffusion on the mechanical behavior

of suffusive soil is then of paramount importance to assess the mechanical stability of earth structures.

Several experimental studies tackled effects of suffusion on the mechanical behavior of eroded soils. Sterpi

[24] performed first suffusion tests on samples of sand and gravel and then reconstituted samples with the

same particle size gradations as those of the eroded samples to investigate the mechanical behavior of the

eroded soil by means of triaxial tests. The author found a significant increase in shear strength with loss of

fine particles. Chen et al. [5] studied the behavior of eroded soils by replacing a fraction of fine particles in

the original samples by salt having the same particle size distribution as that of the replaced particles. Water

was then injected to saturate the samples and dissolve completely the salt before performing triaxial tests.

This study showed that the mechanical behavior of the tested soil is strongly degraded by the dissolution of

the salt. It is worth noting that suffusion is a complex phenomenon that comprises detachment, transport

and potential filtration of fine particles, and none of the two above methods can fully represent the soil’s

micro-structure after suffusion. Aboul Hosn et al. [8] freezed eroded samples after suffusion tests to set them

in a triaxial device, and then unfreezed them before performing drained and undrained tests. The authors

found that the eroded samples become more dilatant; however, their shear strength can be higher or lower

than that of the non-eroded samples depending on their initial density. Some triaxial erosion apparatuses

have been recently developed by Chang and Zhang [2] and by Ke and Takahashi [11] to perform first seepage

tests and then triaxial tests on the same sample without any disturbance. These studies concluded that

suffusion leads to a significant reduction in dilatancy and shear strength of eroded soils. A consensus on

effects of suffusion on the mechanical properties of eroded soils has not been reached yet. More future

researches need to be carried out to shed light on this subject.

Numerical models have been developed as complementary tools to investigate the behavior of eroded soils.

Rousseau et al. [20] proposed a continuum-based elasto-plasticity model, and Hicher et al. [7] proposed

a homogenization-based model where a granular soil is viewed as a set of contact planes with various

orientations. Both approaches take into account only an increase in porosity due to suffusion and predict a

reduction in shear strength and dilatancy of eroded soils. Discrete element method (DEM) can also be used

to model the behavior of eroded soils. The key point in this kind of models is how to produce the internal

state of the eroded soil. An ideal way is to couple the DEM to a CFD method (Computational Fluid

Dynamics) to model finely the fluid flow within the pores between solid particles such as LBM (Lattice

Boltzmann Method) or SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydro-dynamics) [6, 13, 19, 26]. However, these fully

coupled DEM-CFD models require a huge computational effort. To significantly reduce the computation
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time, some authors proposed to model the fluid flow through a granular medium by using locally averaged

quantities such as fluid velocity and pressure over a pore [4] or a fluid cell whose size is several times larger

than the averaged particle diameter [32]. However, these models are still costly to simulate the full process

of suffusion. It is worth mentioning that numerical simulation of gap-graded or widely graded soils by using

the DEM without water flow is already very costly since a great number of particles is required to fulfill the

conditions for a RVE (Representative Volume Element). If the water flow model is added to simulate the

whole suffusion process including detachement, transport and filtration of finer particles, the computational

cost becomes extremely high. Therefore, these coupled DEM-CFD models have been almost used to simulate

only the onset of suffusion [1, 9, 10].

An alternative approach to produce the internal state of an eroded sample with the DEM consists in

removing a certain fraction of finer particles from the original sample [22, 30, 31] to mimic the loss of finer

particles caused by suffusion. Wood et al. [30, 31] remove a fraction of finest particles from the original

sample subjected to a given stress state, while Scholtès et al. [22] take into consideration the internal moment

considered as the degree of interlocking of each particle in addition to its size. It is worth mentioning that

this removal particle approach is quite similar to the experimental technique of Chen et al. [5] based on

the salt dissolution mentioned above. This approach was found to be capable of reproducing the reduction

in dilatancy and shear strength caused by suffusion. As stated by Kenney and Lau [12], a granular soil is

composed of a primary fabric or solid skeleton that supports primarily overburden stresses and a fraction of

loose particles which are contained within the primary fabric and do not bear significantly stresses. If the

hydraulic forces are sufficiently high, and the loose particles are sufficiently smaller in size than the controlling

constriction size of the solid skeleton (the largest diameter of loose particles that can pass through the solid

skeleton), then water flow can wash out these loose particles from the solid skeleton. In this case, the

removal particle approach might be suitable to represent the internal state of eroded soils. For the soils

that exhibit important clogging effect, i.e., detached particles might be retained by the solid skeleton, the

DEM needs to be coupled to a model to access filtration of erodible particles. For instance, according to

Aboul-Hosn [1], a fine particle can be transported through the whole interstitial space of the solid skeleton

and then can be removed from the sample if its diameter is smaller than the controlling constriction size

of the solid skeleton. The latter parameter can be determined by using the constriction size distribution of

the solid skeleton [16, 23]. It is worth mentioning that suffusion is such a complex process that a simple

removal of fine particles cannot represent all mechanisms occurring during this process: rather, it gives a

first approximation of the internal state of an eroded soil. However, this approach allows us to take into

account the loss of fine particles and the associated rearrangement of the microstructure of eroded soils,

which are two of the most important mechanisms induced by suffusion.

In this paper, we adopt the particle removal approach to model eroded soils with the DEM. We aim

to study how the behavior of eroded samples depends on the way that fine particles are removed. Three
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different particle removal strategies are studied. Firstly, fine particles are randomly removed. Secondly,

fine particles are chosen depending on their size and their degree of interlocking by using the criterion of

Scholtès et al. [22]. Thirdly, we introduce a new method based on the concept of weak and strong force

chains introduced by Radjai et al. [18] to separate the loose particles from those of the solid skeleton.

Triaxial tests are performed on non-eroded and eroded gap-graded samples composed of spherical particles.

The behaviors of samples eroded by the three particle removal methods are compared. A micro-mechanical

investigation is also carried out to explain macroscopic observations.

This paper is organized as follows. The numerical samples considered in this study are first presented.

Next, consequences of the loss of fine particles caused by the random removal method on the mechanical

behavior of these samples are analyzed at the macro- and micro-scales. Two methods to identify the loose

particles are then presented: the method of Scholtès et al. and the one based on the force networks. Finally,

these three methods are compared in terms of mechanical behavior of resulting eroded samples.

2. Numerical samples

The numerical samples presented in this paper are composed of spherical particles and have a gap-

graded particle size distribution (PSD) shown in Figure 1 with a gap-ratio Gr = Dmin/dmax = 3 (Dmin is

the minimum diameter of the coarse fraction and dmax is the maximum diameter of the fine fraction). Fine

content fc, defined as the ratio of the mass of all the fine particles to the total solid mass, of the simulated

mixtures is varied from 0% to 40% with a step of 5%. These samples are simulated by using the DEM

open-source software YADE [28]. The numerical model used for these samples and the procedures for the

sample preparation and for the triaxial test were detailed in our previous paper [25]. The parameters used

in the model are: normal particle stiffness kn/D = 250 MPa, stiffness ratio kt/kn = 0.5 and friction angle

ϕ = 35o.
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Figure 1: (a) A simulated granular mixture and (b) the considered gap-graded grain size distribution.
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The particles were first generated into a parallelepiped box composed of six rigid walls. They were then

compacted to obtain the densest state and subjected to triaxial loading. Their mechanical behavior was

analyzed at the macro-scale as well as at the micro-scale in [25]. Table 1 summarizes some characteristics of

the simulated samples. The number of particles for each sample was chosen such that it is sufficiently high

to guarantee the representativity of the simulated sample but it is not too high to keep the computation

time reasonable. It should be noted that, for gap-graded samples, a higher fine content fc requires a bigger

number of particles. For instance, 16 663 particles were used for the sample with fc = 5%, while 116 610

particles were used for the sample with fc = 30%. The representativity of the simulated samples was already

discussed in [25]. The rigidity of the particles is assessed by computing the relative overlap γ of each particle,

which is the ratio of its maximum overlap with its neighbors to its diameter. Table 1 shows that, with the

chosen value of the normal particle stiffness kn/D = 250 MPa, the overlaps between particles are relatively

small with a mean relative overlap smaller than 0.1% and a maximum value smaller than 2.2%. It can be

seen that the global void ratio e (defined as the ratio of the void volume to the total solid volume) decreases

as fine content fc increases and reaches its minimum value at fc = 30% (more precisely, this optimum fine

content is 32% as shown in [25]); above this optimum fine content, e increases with an increase in fine

content. The densities of the coarse and fine fractions are described by the intergranular and interfine void

ratios, ec and ef , respectively:

ec =
Vv + V f

s

V c
s

=
e+ fc
1− fc

, ef =
Vv

V f
s

=
e

fc
, (1)

where Vv is the void volume, and V c
s and V f

s are the respective solid volumes of the coarse and fine fractions.

As fine content fc increases, ec increases while ef decreases, meaning that the coarse fraction gets looser,

while the fine fraction gets denser. More interestingly, both ec and ef reach almost the same value at the

optimum fine content of 30%. As fine content fc increases, the macroscopic friction angle φpeak calculated

by using the Morh-Coulomb yield criterion at the peak state is found to increase, then reaches the highest

value at the optimum fine content of 30%, and finally decreases when fc > 30%. On the other hand, fine

content has a negative effect on the macroscopic friction angle φcritical at the critical state. Indeed, φcritical

decreases as fine content fc increases up to 35% since a higher fine content leads to a stronger dilatancy,

and then a stronger softening phase.

According to Chang and Zhang [3], a gap-graded soil with gap ratio Gr ≥ 3 might be unstable – in

other words, fine particles might migrate due to seepage flow. In this context, the study of the mechanical

behavior of gap graded soils with Gr = 3 which corresponds actually to the boundary between unstable and

stable states appears particularly interesting. Indeed, Chang and Zhang [3] showed that some gap-graded

soils with Gr = 3 are stable, while other ones are unstable. The coarse fraction of each gap-graded sample

simulated here has a uniform PSD from Dmin = 6 mm to Dmax = 12 mm with D15 = 6.9 mm (diameter

corresponding to 15% by mass of the coarse particles). For samples of spherical particles with uniform PSDs,
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Table 1: Number of particles N , sample size L/Dmax, the mean and maximum relative overlaps γ̄ and γmax, global void ratio e,

intergranular void ratio ec, interfine void ratio ef , the macroscopic friction angles, φpeak and φcritical, at the peak and critical

states, respectively, for different values of fine content fc.

fc (%) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

N 6000 16 663 31 643 49 907 70 012 94 608 116 610 124 641 142 411

L/Dmax 11.7 7.3 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.2 7.2

γ̄ (%) 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.1 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.07

γmax (%) 0.5 0.33 0.48 1.6 2.2 0.8 0.44 0.9 0.7

e 0.6 0.54 0.46 0.4 0.33 0.29 0.28 0.3 0.32

ec 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.66 0.72 0.83 1.0 1.2

ef 11.5 4.6 2.8 2.6 1.6 0.95 0.85 0.79

φpeak (o) 28 28 29 30 33 37 40 37 36

φcritical (o) 21 20 22 19 21 17 15 11 15

the maximum and minimum void ratios, emax and emin, are around 0.69 and 0.56, respectively [16]. The

values of the intergranular void ratio ec shown in Table 1 indicate that the coarse fraction in the simulated

gap-graded samples is at relatively loose state. Therefore, the controlling constriction size D∗c for the coarse

fraction of these samples can be estimated as D∗c = 0.25D15 = 1.73 mm according to Nguyen et al. [16]. This

indicates that some fraction of fine particles with diameters smaller than 1.73 mm might migrate through

the void space between the coarse particles. It should be noted that gap-graded soils become more erodible

at higher gap-ratio Gr; however, a higher value of Gr leads to a larger number of particles and then to a very

long computation time. As our aim is to study consequences of the loss of fine particles on the mechanical

behavior of gap-graded soils rather than their erodibility, Gr = 3 was chosen here to keep the computation

time reasonable.

In the following, we present three different strategies to erode the above samples by removing a fraction

of fine particles from them. For the first strategy, fine particles are randomly removed, while for the two

other strategies, only the loose ones that do not carry significant stresses are removed. The behavior of the

eroded samples is analyzed at the macro- and micro-scales. Throughout this paper, the particle removal is

performed at the isotropic stress state. The influence of the stress state at which fine particles are removed

on the behavior of eroded samples was studied by Scholtès et al. [22], and thus is not studied here. We

rather focus our study on the influence of the strategy used to remove fine particles.
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3. Random removal of fine particles

For this particle removal strategy, a fraction of fine particles are randomly removed from the original

sample at a given stress state. In fact, this method is inspired from the experimental technique used by

Chen et al. [5] who replaced a fraction of fine particles by salt, and then dissolved salt by injecting water

into samples. Wood et al. [30, 31] and Scholtès et al. [22] removed fine particles one by one and stabilized

the sample each time a particle is removed; as a result, this removal process is very time-consuming. To

remove a given mass fraction µe of fine particles (called as eroded mass), we remove instead a package of

fine particles with partial mass fraction ∆µe at each step and stabilize the sample by performing a sufficient

number of computation cycles to bring the sample to the equilibrium under constant stress state. The

sample is considered to be at the equilibrium if the average magnitude of the resultant forces acting on

the particles is 100 times smaller than the average magnitude of the contact forces. This removal process

is repeated until we reach the target removed mass fraction µe. It is worth mentioning that the total and

partial removed mass fractions µe and ∆µe are defined as the ratio of the solid mass of the removed fine

particles to the total solid mass of the original sample. The partial fraction ∆µe of fine particles removed

at each removal step can be thought of as being the erosion rate. Indeed, to erode experimentally the same

mass from a sample in a hydraulic gradient controlled condition, we can apply a high hydraulic gradient

during a short duration to erode quickly the sample but we can also erode slowly the sample by applying a

moderate hydraulic gradient during a longer duration.

3.1. Influence of the removal rate ∆µe
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Figure 2: Number of iterations versus removal rate ∆µe to remove 5% and 20% of the solid mass from the sample of fc = 30%.

To study the effect of the removal rate ∆µe on the behavior of the eroded sample, we erode the sample

with fc = 30% at different rates ∆µe in order to reach eroded masses µe = 5% and 20%. This sample is

chosen since its fine fraction plays an important role in its mechanical behavior. It should be noted that

the number of removal steps decreases with an increase in the removal rate ∆µe; however, the number of
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computation cycles (iterations) needed for each removal step to stabilize the sample might increase as the

sample is more disturbed with higher removal rate. Figure 2 shows the total number of iterations needed to

remove 5% and 20% of the solid mass with different removal rates ∆µe. It can be seen that the computation

cost is quite high when a very small removal rate ∆µe is used and it decreases greatly with an increase in

∆µe. Moreover, an increase in ∆µe above 1% does not lead to a gain in the computation time.

Figure 3 shows the stress ratio q/p (q = σ11 − σ33 is the deviatoric stress and p = (σ11 + 2σ33)/3 is the

mean stress) and the volumetric strain εv during the triaxial loading for the original samples with fc = 20%

and 30% and the corresponding eroded samples with eroded mass µe = 20% obtained at different removal

rates ∆µe. It can be seen that a higher value of ∆µe induces a greater fluctuation of the stress-strain curve

of eroded samples. However, the removal rate ∆µe has a negligible effect on the mechanical behavior of the

eroded samples. As no significant gain in computation time is observed for a removal rate ∆µe above 1%,

we choose ∆µe = 1% in the following analyses.
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Figure 3: Stress-strain behavior of the intact samples and of the samples eroded with eroded mass µe = 20% and with different

removal rates ∆µe: (a) for fc = 20% and (b) for fc = 30%.

3.2. Macroscopic investigation

The above procedure is used here to erode the samples with initial fine contents fc = 10%, 20% and 30%.

Table 2 shows the void ratios and the maximum stress ratio (q/p)max for the original soils and the eroded

ones with different eroded masses µe. It can be seen that a removal of fine particles from the original soils

leads obviously to an increase in the interfine void ratio ef , and thus an increase in the global void ratio

e. However, the intergranular void ratio ec remains almost unchanged except for the initial fine content
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Table 2: Void ratios e, ec and ef and the maximum stress ratio (q/p)max of the samples eroded from the original ones with

fc = 10%, 20% and 30% and with different eroded masses µe.

µe fc = 10% fc = 20% fc = 30%

e ec ef (q/p)max e ec ef (q/p)max e ec ef (q/p)max

0 0.50 0.67 5.0 1.20 0.35 0.69 1.75 1.30 0.29 0.84 0.95 1.60

5% 0.58 0.67 11.0 1.19 0.42 0.69 2.67 1.26 0.35 0.83 1.34 1.28

10% 0.67 0.67 - 1.17 0.50 0.69 4.5 1.14 0.43 0.83 1.91 1.13

15% - - - - 0.59 0.69 10.0 1.11 0.51 0.83 2.90 0.78

20% - - - - 0.69 0.69 - 1.06 0.57 0.81 4.30 0.80

q/
p

ε v

intact
µe = 5%

µe = 10%

ε11

ε11

q/
p

ε v

ε11

ε11

µe = 10%

µe = 5%

µe = 15%

µe = 20%

intact

(a) fc = 10% (b) fc = 30%

Figure 4: Stress-strain behavior of the original samples and of the eroded samples with different percentages µe after random

removal of fine particles: (a) for fc = 10% and (b) for fc = 30%.

fc = 30% for which a slight decrease in ec is observed due to the contraction during the removal process as

mentioned previously. Figure 4 shows the behavior of the intact samples with fc = 10% and 30% and of the

corresponding eroded samples with different eroded masses µe. It can be seen that a removal of fine particles

causes a very little effect to the behavior of the sample with fine content fc = 10% (Figure 4.a) but a great

effect to the behavior of the samples with fc = 30% (Figure 4.b). Indeed, with 10% of the eroded mass,

the sample with fc = 30% loses about 30% of its shear strength and becomes much less dilatant (Figure

4.b). In addition, with 20% of the eroded mass, the eroded sample has the same fine content as that of the

original sample with fc = 10% but the former is much less resistant and dilatant than the latter. Table

2 shows clearly that the effect of the loss of fine particles on the mechanical behavior of gap-graded soils
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is more accentuated for a higher value of the initial fine content. With the same eroded mass of 15%, the

sample with fc = 20% loses actually about 14% of its shear strength, while the sample with fc = 30% loses

half of its shear strength.

The above results are qualitatively in good agreement with the experimental results obtained by Chen

et al. [5]. This experimental study showed that the shear resistance and the dilatancy of gap-graded soils

decrease greatly with a loss of fine particles. With the same amount of loss of fine particles, the decrease in

the shear strength is more marked for the soils with an initial fine content of 35% than for those with an

initial fine content of 20%. In the following, we present an investigation at the particle scale to explain the

above macroscopic observations.

3.3. Microscopic investigation

To study the microstructure of a gap-graded soil, three different coordination numbers NC−C
C , NF−F

F

and NC−F
C were used by Taha et al. [25] to describe, at the micro-scale, the densities of the coarse fraction,

of the fine fraction and of the interface between them, respectively. NC−C
C and NC−F

C are the respective

average numbers of contacts between coarse particles (C−C) and between coarse and fine particles (C−F )

per coarse particle (C); and NF−F
F is the average number of contacts between fine particles (F −F ) per fine

particle (F ). Table 3 shows values of NC−C
C , NC−F

C and NF−F
F for the original samples with fc = 10, 20 et

30% and the corresponding eroded samples with different eroded masses µe. Almost zero values of NC−F
C

and NF−F
F for the original sample with fc = 10% indicate that the fine particles are floating within the

voids between coarse particles and do not carry significant stresses. At this fine content, the coarse particles

constitute the primary fabric to carry mainly stresses; therefore, a loss of fine particles does not induce any

effect to its mechanical behavior. For a fine content of 20%, a small fraction of fine particles are intercalated

between coarse particles but most of them are still floating within the void of the primary fabric. As a

result, a small disturbance to the primary fabric is induced when fine particles are removed. At 30% of fine

content, which is the optimum fine content, fine particles fill greatly the void between the coarse particles;

some of them separate coarse particles, leading to a decrease in NC−C
C . At this fine content, fine particles

are in contact with each other (NF−F
F = 2.2); and coarse particles are greatly surrounded by fine particles

(NC−F
C = 44.9). A removal of fine particles causes a strong degradation to the fine fraction and its interface

with the coarse one: NC−F
C and NF−F

F decrease strongly with an increase in the eroded mass µe and they

become almost insignificant from µe = 15% (NC−F
C = 4.2 and NF−F

F = 0.1). It is also interesting to note

that although a contraction occurs during the particle removal process, NC−C
C slightly decreases with the

loss of fine particles, meaning that the coarse fraction is also slightly degraded.

The degradation caused to the granular microstructure by a removal of fine particles affects greatly the

transmission of stresses through fine and coarse particles. To study this effect, we quantify the contributions

of the fine and coarse fractions towards carrying the macroscopic stress σ by the following partial stress
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µe fc = 10% fc = 20% fc = 30%

NC−C
C NC−F

C NF−F
F NC−C

C NC−F
C NF−F

F NC−C
C NC−F

C NF−F
F

0 4.7 0.0 0.0 4.6 0.4 0.0 3.8 44.9 2.2

5% 4.7 0.0 0.0 4.6 0.4 0.0 3.8 21.8 0.7

10% 4.7 - - 4.6 0.2 0.0 3.7 11.8 0.3

15% - - - 4.6 0.1 0.0 3.2 4.2 0.1

20% - - - 4.6 - - 3.2 1.3 0.1

Table 3: Coordination numbers NC−C
C , NC−F

C and NF−F
F for different percentages µe of fine particles removed from the

original samples with fc = 10%, 20% and 30% at the initial state.

tensors σ̂F and σ̂C :

σ̂F
ij =

1

V

∑
p∈F

Mp
ij , σ̂C

ij =
1

V

∑
p∈C

Mp
ij , (2)

where the superscript p runs over the set of fine particles (F ) for σ̂F and the set of coarse particles (C) for

σ̂C . The tensorMp, called internal moment tensor by Moreau [14], is defined for each particle p as follows:

Mp
ij =

∑
k∈p

fki r
k
j (3)

where the superscript k runs over all the contacts on the particle under consideration; the vector rk connects

the particle center to the contact point; and fk is the contact force vector. With some developments, one

can obtain σ = σ̂F + σ̂C (see [25]). From the tensors σ̂F and σ̂C , the partial mean stresses, p̂F and p̂C ,

and the partial deviatoric stresses, q̂F and q̂C , carried by the respective fine and coarse fractions can be

computed as follows:

 p̂F = (σ̂F
11 + 2σ̂F

33)/3, p̂C = (σ̂C
11 + 2σ̂C

33)/3,

q̂F = σ̂F
11 − σ̂F

33, q̂C = σ̂C
11 − σ̂C

33.
(4)

Figure 5 shows the contributions of the fine and coarse fractions to the macroscopic mean and deviatoric

stresses (p̂F and q̂F for the fine fraction, and p̂C and q̂C for the coarse fraction) during the triaxial loading for

the two original samples with fc = 20% and 30% and for their corresponding eroded samples with eroded

mass µe = 10%. Figure 5.a confirms that, at 20% of fine content, the fine particles have no significant

contributions towards carrying stresses. However, a loss of fine particles leads to a visible reduction in

stresses carried by the coarse fraction, particularly the deviatoric stress q̂C . This result means that although

the fine particles do not contribute greatly towards carrying stresses, they serve as a bracing system to

laterally stabilize the solid skeleton mainly constituted of coarse particles, allowing them to carry high

stresses. A degradation or destruction of this bracing system causes a reduction in the capability of the

11



coarse fraction to carry the shear stress, hence a reduction in the shear strength of the sample. This bracing

effect offered by the fine fraction is more marked for the sample with 30% of fine content (Figure 5.b).

At this fine content, the fine fraction is more stressed, and thus gives a higher bracing effect, allowing the

coarse fraction to carry much higher deviatoric stress than at 20% of fine content. In addition, only 10% of

mass loss causes a great degradation to the fine fraction, which leads, in turn, to a strong reduction in the

deviatoric stress carried by the coarse fraction.
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Figure 5: Partial mean and deviatoric stresses of the coarse fraction (p̂C and q̂C) and of the fine fraction (p̂F and q̂F ) versus

axial strain ε11 for the intact samples (black curves) with original fine contents of 20% (a) and 30% (b) and for the corresponding

eroded samples (gray curves) with the same eroded mass µe = 10%.

Figure 6 shows reduction of the partial mean and deviatoric stresses carried by the fine fraction (p̂F and

q̂F ) and the coarse fraction (p̂C and q̂C) at the peak state versus the mass loss µe for the samples with fc =

20 and 30%. It is clearly shown that the deviatoric stress q̂C carried by the coarse fraction decreases slightly

with the mass loss µe for fc = 20% but strongly for fc = 30%. In addition, the mean stress p̂C carried by

the coarse fraction is much less impacted by the loss of fine particles than the deviatoric stress q̂C . The

reduction in the capability of the coarse fraction in carrying the shear stress, due to a loss of the bracing

effect offered by the fine fraction, explains why the eroded soils lose their shear strength, particularly for

those at high fine content.

Stress transmission through a granular material is well known to be strongly heterogeneous. With a fine

content of 30%, the fine particles carry only about 10% of the macroscopic deviatoric stress. In addition,

among the fine particles, some carry high stresses, other carry very little or no stresses. It is logic to think

that the seepage flow cannot detach the fine particles that are highly stressed by other particles. The
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Figure 6: Macroscopic mean and deviatoric stresses p and q, and those carried by the fine fraction (p̂F and q̂F ) and the coarse

fraction (p̂C and q̂C) versus the mass loss µe at the peak state for two samples with (a) fc = 20% and (b) fc = 30%.

interlocking between particles is an important factor that affects the susceptibility of particles to internal

erosion. Indeed, Kenney and Lau [12] stated that a granular soil possesses a primary fabric, also called solid

skeleton, that supports primarily stresses and a fraction of loose particles that are located within the pores

of this primary fabric and do not support significantly stresses. The primary fabric is hardly eroded, while

the loose particles are susceptible to be detached by the seepage flow. At a significant high content, fine

particles can take part in the primary fabric. Therefore, a random removal of fine particles from a given

original soil is not adequate to produce the internal state of a soil after erosion as fine particles of the primary

fabric are also removed. A particle removal procedure should be applied only on the loose fraction. The

key point here is how these loose particles are identified. In the next section, we will present two methods

to identify them. The first method proposed by Scholtès et al. [22] relies on the internal moment tensor

Mp defined for each particle (see Equation (3)). We propose also a new method based on a separation of

the particles belonging to the strong force network from those belonging to the weak force network. The

mechanical behavior of the samples eroded by these two methods are compared to each other and to that

obtained with the random removal method presented above.

4. Removal of loose fine particles

4.1. Method based on the internal moment tensor Mp

The internal moment tensor Mp was defined in Equation (3). It can be thought of as being the con-

tribution of each particle to the macroscopic stress σ as the latter can be found by summing Mp over all
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particles in the volume under consideration. The mean internal moment mp is defined as the trace of the

tensor Mp:

mp =
∑
k∈p

fk · rk, (5)

where (·) denotes the dot product between two vectors. Scholtès et al. [22] considered the mean internal

moment mp as a degree of interlocking for the particle under consideration: the higher the mean internal

moment mp is, the less the particle is susceptible to be detached by seepage flow.
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Figure 7: (a) Mean internal moment mp and (b) mean stress σp
m versus the diameter d for the particles in the sample with fc

= 30% at the initial state

As can be seen in Equation (5), the mean internal moment mp depends on the particle radius r and the

magnitude of the contact force fk which tends, in turn, to decrease as the particle size decreases. Indeed,

Voivret et al. [27] found that the larger particles tend to carry stronger forces, whereas the smaller particles

tend to carry weaker forces. As a result, mp tends to decrease as the particle size decreases as shown in

Figure 7.a. One might consider the stress tensor σp = Mp/V p defined for each particle (V p is the volume of

the particle) to assess its degree of interlocking. Peters et al. [17] used the mean stress σp
m = tr(σp) = mp/Vp

to separate the chain of strongly stressed particles from the chain of weakly stressed particles. Like the mean
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internal moment mp, the mean stress σp
m is dependent upon the particle size: it tends to scale down with

the particle size as shown in Figure 7.b.

Scholtès et al. [22] assumed that the particle having the smallest value of the mean internal moment mp

is the most likely erodible; therefore, this particle is removed from the sample. After each particle removal,

the sample is brought to the equilibrium before removing the next erodible particle. As mentioned above,

the mean internal moment is dependent upon the particle size. As a result, this criterion might remove the

finest particles in the solid skeleton. In the next section, we will propose a new method to identify the loose

particles based on the force networks.

4.2. Method based on the force networks

Radjai et al. [18] distinguished two force networks, namely weak and strong force networks, which are

composed of the contacts where the force magnitude fk is smaller and bigger than the average value f̄ ,

respectively. The authors found that the strong network sustains almost the shear stress, whereas the weak

network behaves like a liquid without bearing significant shear stress. The former constitutes, therefore, the

solid skeleton of the granular assembly. We assume that a particle belongs to this solid skeleton if the strong

force network passes through it – in other words, it has at least two contacts in the strong force network.

Furthermore, all the particles that do not belong to the solid skeleton are loose ones as illustrated in Figure

8.

Figure 8: Illustration of the solid skeleton (gray particles) and the loose fraction (white particles) in a granular assembly.

Figure 9 shows the contributions of the solid skeleton and of the loose fraction to the macroscopic mean

and deviatoric stresses, p and q, at the peak state versus fine content fc. This figure confirms that the solid

skeleton identified by this method carries primarily stresses. Moreover, the loose fraction carries a small

part of the mean stress but a negligible part of the deviatoric stress. Table 4 presents the percentages by

mass of the fine and coarse particles in the loose fraction for different fine contents fc at the initial state

(isotropic stress state). These percentages are calculated with respect to the total solid mass of all particles.
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This table shows that the loose fraction includes a major fraction of the fine particles but a small fraction

of the coarse particles. More precisely, almost all of the fine particles are loose for fc ≤ 20%. Starting from

20% of fine content, more and more fine particles participate in carrying the stresses and then take part in

the solid skeleton. Almost all the coarse particles are included in the solid skeleton when fc > 20% – in

other words, the loose fraction contains almost only fine particles.
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Figure 9: Contributions of the solid skeleton and of the loose fraction to the mean stress p and deviatoric stress q at the peak

state versus fine content fc.

Table 4: Percentages by mass of the fine and coarse particles in the loose fraction for different fine contents fc at the initial

state.

fc % of loose fines % of loose coarses

5% 5.0% 26.0%

10% 10.0% 29.3%

15% 15.0% 23.0%

20% 20.0% 20.3%

25% 24.13% 1.0%

30% 22.0% 0.1%

We assume that the particles belonging to the solid skeleton are non-erodible and only the fine particles

in the loose fraction are erodible. Furthermore, the degree of interlocking of each fine loose particle depends

on its coordination number (the number of contacts with its neighbors). At each removal step, a fraction

∆µe of the fine loose particles that have the lowest coordination number is removed. After that, the sample
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is stabilized until it reaches a new equilibrium, and the solid skeleton and the loose fraction are updated.

This removal procedure is repeated until reaching the target eroded mass µe. Like for the random removal

procedure presented in Section 3, the removal rate ∆µe has little effect on the mechanical behavior of the

eroded sample; as a result, ∆µe = 1% is used to remove erodible particles. In the next section, the behaviors

of samples eroded by the two methods presented in the current section and by the random removal method

presented in Section 3 will be compared.

5. Comparison between different removal methods

Let us first compare the three aforementioned removal methods in terms of rearrangement of particles

triggered by the loss of fine particles. Figure 10 presents the volumetric strain εv induced by the three

particle removal methods versus the eroded mass µe for the sample with fc = 30%. It is shown that all the

three methods leads to a contraction of the eroded sample under constant isotropic stress state. Scholtès et

al. [22] found that the particle removal leads actually to a contraction at low values of the stress ratio q/p

but to a dilation at high values of q/p. The random removal method disturbs the most the sample, leading

to the highest contraction. This is due to the fact that the fine particles belonging to the solid skeleton are

also removed by this method, leading to a collapse of the solid skeleton and thus a great rearrangement of

particles. On the other hand, given that only fine particles in the loose fraction are removed, the method

based on the force networks induces the lowest contraction to the sample, meaning that the solid skeleton

is the less disturbed by the particle removal. The method of Scholtès et al. and the method based on the

force networks give almost the same results for µe ≤ 20% but different results for µe > 20%.
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Figure 10: Variation of the volumetric strain εv versus the eroded mass µe induced by the three different removal methods.

Figure 11 shows the stress-strain behavior of the samples eroded by the three methods. The original

sample with fine content of 30% is eroded at the initial state with eroded masses µe = 10% and 20%. This
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figure indicates clearly the importance of a criterion to remove fine particles. One can see that the method

of Scholtès et al. gives results close to those given by the random removal method. The behaviors of the

samples eroded by these methods are strongly degraded in comparison with that of the original sample. This

result means that, like the random removal method, the method of Scholtès et al. removes fine particles

in the solid skeleton, leading to a great degradation of the mechanical behavior of the eroded sample. The

method based on the force networks leads also to a reduction in the shear strength and in the dilatancy of

the eroded sample. However, this degradation is less marked than that induced by the two other methods.

Indeed, with the same eroded mass µe = 20%, the shear strength at the peak state of the eroded samples

given by the method of Scholtès et al. and the random removal method is reduced by about 55%, whereas

a reduction of 28% is observed for the method based on the force networks. In addition, the difference in

the behavior of the eroded samples given by the three methods increases with the eroded mass µe. It is

interesting to note that all the three methods lead to almost the same shear strength at the critical state.

This result indicates that the concept of the critical state is still valid for eroded soils. As long as the

grain size distribution and the particle properties of the soil are preserved, any modification of the initial

microstructure or density leads to the same shear strength of the soil at the critical state.
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Figure 11: Stress ratio q/p and volumetric strain εv versus axial strain ε11 for the eroded samples with (a) 10% and (b) 20%

of fine particles removed from the original sample fc = 30% using different removal methods.

One might think that the degradation of the mechanical properties of an eroded soil is mainly due to

an increase in the void ratio induced by the internal erosion; therefore, its mechanical behavior can be

studied by simply reconstituting a sample with the same void ratio as that of the eroded one. Table 5
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presents the void ratio e of the eroded samples obtained with the three methods. It is shown that the

method of Scholtès et al. and the one based on the force networks give both the same void ratio after the

particle removal. However, the mechanical behaviors of the eroded samples given by these two methods are

completely different as shown in Figure 11. In addition, the eroded sample given by the random removal

method has significantly lower void ratio but it has much lower shear strength at the peak state than that

of the eroded sample given by the method based on the force networks. These results mean that not only

the void ratio but also the microstructure are determinant for the mechanical behavior of eroded soils; and

a sample reconstitution is not relevant to study their mechanical behavior. Furthermore, the above results

indicate that the experimental technique of Chen et al. [5] based on the salt dissolution would be not relevant

as well since it would lead to a greater disturbance of the microstructure of the soil than that caused by the

internal erosion which tends to wash out only particles carrying no or little stresses.

Table 5: Initial global void ratio e of the eroded samples obtained with different removal methods from the original sample

with fc = 30%.

Method µe = 10% µe = 20%

Method of Scholtès et al. 0.43 0.60

Random removal 0.42 0.57

Method based on the force networks 0.43 0.60

At the micro-scale, the way of removing fine particles has a great impact on the stresses carried by fine

and coarse fractions. As mentioned in Section 3, for a fine content fc ≤ 30%, the fine particles have a

small contribution towards carrying the macroscopic stresses but they bring a great bracing effect to the

solid skeleton which is primarily constituted of coarse particles. As a consequence, a removal of fine particles

destabilizes this solid skeleton, leading to a reduction in the capability of the coarse fraction to carry stresses.

Figure 12 shows the mean and deviatoric stresses, p̂C and q̂C , carried by the coarse fraction at the peak and

critical states in the samples eroded by the three methods with different eroded masses µe, in comparison

with those obtained for the original sample with fc = 30%. It is clear that the reduction in stresses carried

by the coarse fraction at the peak state depends strongly on how fine particles are removed (Figure 12.a).

By removing only fine particles in the weak force network, the reduction in stresses carried by the coarse

fraction at the peak state is significantly less marked than that caused by the random removal method or

by the method of Scholtès et al. In addition, this difference is much clearer for the deviatoric stress than for

the mean stress. This result confirms that the removal method based on the force networks leads to a lower

disturbance of the solid skeleton of the eroded sample than that caused by the two other methods. On the

contrary, the stresses carried by the coarse fraction at the critical state are almost independent of the way

that fine particles are removed (Figure 12.b), in comparison with those at the peak state. This explains

why the shear strength of eroded samples at the critical state is almost the same for all the three particle
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removal methods as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 12: The mean and deviatoric stresses p̂C and q̂C carried by the coarse fraction versus the eroded mass µe for the eroded

samples given by the three methods, compared to those of the intact sample with fc = 30%: (a) at the peak state and (b) at

the critical state.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a study of consequences of a loss of fine particles on the mechanical behavior of

granular soils by using the DEM. Gap-graded samples with different fine contents fc were simulated. Three

different particle removal methods were adopted to produce eroded samples. The first method consists in

removing randomly fine particles, while the two other ones remove fine particles that are weakly stressed.

The method of Scholtès et al. [22] identifies these particles by using the mean internal momentmp. However,

this measure was found to have a size effect as it tends to scale up with the particle size. As a consequence,

finest particles belonging to the solid skeleton might be removed since they have small values of mp. To

remediate this drawback, we proposed a new method to identify these fine loose particles by using the concept

of the weak and strong force networks proposed by Radjai et al. [18]. Moreover, instead of removing fine

particles one by one, a package of fine particles with a given mass fraction ∆µe, called removal rate, is

removed at each removal step to gain the computation time. It was found that this removal rate has little

effect on the mechanical behavior of eroded samples.

The random removal method is similar to the experimental tests performed by Chen et al. [5] who

replaced a fraction of fine particles by salt and then dissolved salt by water under constant stresses. A
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removal of fine particles does not have a significant effect on the shear strength for samples with low

fine contents (fc < 20%) but have a great effect for samples with higher fine contents. This numerical

finding is qualitatively in good agreement with the experimental finding of Chen et al. A micro-mechanical

investigation into stresses carried by the coarse and fine fractions pointed out that the fine particles have

a small contribution towards carrying stresses but they serve as a bracing system to stabilize laterally the

coarse fraction for a fine content ≥ 20%, allowing the latter to carry great stresses. As a consequence, a

removal of fine particles destroys this bracing system, leading to a reduction in the capability of the coarse

fraction to carry stresses, particularly the deviatoric stress.

By identifying particles belonging to the weak and strong force networks, a loose fraction containing

the weakly stressed particles was separated from those in the solid skeleton that carries mainly stresses,

particularly the deviatoric stress. The loose fraction includes a major part of fine particles, whereas the

solid skeleton includes a major part of coarse particles. A removal of fine particles in the loose fraction

triggers a contraction under a constant isotropic stress. Nevertheless, this contraction is much less marked

than that triggered by the random removal. In addition, the mechanical behavior of the sample eroded

by the former method is much less impacted than that obtained with the latter method. The method of

Scholtès et al. gives results quite similar to those given by the random removal method, meaning that the

mean internal moment mp might not be adequate to characterize the level of interlocking of fine particles.

From a micro-mechanical point of view, a removal of fine particles in the loose fraction was found to degrade

less the bearing capability of the solid skeleton than a random removal. This study also showed that the

mechanical behavior of an eroded soil cannot be accurately studied by simply reconstituting a sample with

the same void ratio as that of the eroded one or by a technique similar to the one used by Chen et al. since

it depends strongly on the microstructure induced by the internal erosion.

A fully coupled DEM-CFD model is still computationally very expensive to simulate the whole suffusion

process that occurs in the granular soils with gap-graded or upwardly concave grain size distributions.

Therefore, the particle removal approach appears to be a good alternative. This study pointed out the

importance of a criterion to identify the particles to be removed. The criterion proposed in the current

paper seems to be a good candidate to mimic the fact that the seepage flow erodes selectively fine particles

that carry no or little stresses. The accuracy of this criterion needs to be further studied by comparing

the internal state of an eroded soil given by this criterion with that given by a fully coupled DEM-CFD

model. Moreover, the self-filtration of detached fine particles by the solid skeleton needs to be taken into

consideration to describe more precisely the suffusion. To do so, the pore network of the solid skeleton can

be characterized by using a method based on the Delaunay triangulation [16]. The detached fine particles

can be transported from one pore to another and can be trapped by constrictions smaller than their size.
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